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a multiplication by three, which alters a proportion from
18:2 to 54:2; and (2) stated definite odds based on
assumptions regarding the patients (about half of the total)
who did not reply. My "error," therefore, lay in not
attributing the discrepancy to the causes (1) and (2). Mr.
Tumarkin gives three reasons for (1), two of which have
been discussed above. The remaining reason, a desire to
avoid confusing the article with mathematics, appears
hardly valid when two lines of his letter sufficiently
indicate the nature of the alteration. As regards (2),
however reasonable it may be to suppose that the majority
of the patients who did not reply were cured, it is not
legitimate, from all the intrinsic and extrinsic evidence,
to make anything more than a general statement, such
as given above, regarding the change in odds that might
be expected if all patients had replied. The reason for
the lack of validity of the statement of odds lies deeper,
therefore, than a mere technical error. Unwarranted
precision is often dangerous to an observer himself, and
more often to others, in spite of an author's warnings
about tentative results. Any survey of medical literature
shows that this is no academic or imaginary danger.

Unlike a number of readers who have written to me
regarding my article, Mr. Tumarkin seems to have mis-
understood the purpose, principles, methods, and results
of the last three-quarters of it. My endeavour was to show
that whenever one has a sample from which odds (or a
ratio or chances) can be estimated it is possible to answer
the question: How often would such a sample arise by
chance (unbiased sampling) if the true odds were, for
example, 2 to 1, or any other value apparently very
different from the value suggested by the sample?, The
answer, based on common knowledge of the effects of
chance, helps to arm an observer against the fatal tendency
of figures to "speak for themselves." Rule of thumb in
using any tool or method is dangerous, and to show the
validity and meaning of the standard deviation test there
was introduced the mathematics to which Mr. Tumnarkin
is probably referring when he speaks of " the most im-
posing methods." The standard deviation test itself,
which occupies about one line of foolscap, can hardly be
so called. In this demonstration some of Mr. Tumarkin's
figures were used with the preliminary statement: " It will
be assumed that all such detectable influences [that is,
those that cause bias] have been ruled out." Bias due to
failure 'of patients to answer questionaries is so obvious
that it was not specifically mentioned. The results, there-
fore, cannot be justly called "completely 'misleading
figures," and in whatever form Mr. Tumarkin's or other
data had been used they would have served equally well
as a demonstration of the misleading nature of odds
estimated from samples without allowance for chance.

Mr. Tumarkin states that " the application of rigorous
mathematical methods to the tentative results of an experi-
mental science is still a subject of discussion, even among
mathematicians themselves." Opinions applicable to
biology, of which medicine is a branch, are not necessarily
obtainable from pure mathematicians (or even from those
workers in biology and medicine whose outlook is that of
the pure chemist or pure physicist), but from workers who
are familiar with the methods and results of using quanti-
tative methods in biology. Moreover, when criticisms are
heard it is important to avoid the easy confusion between
two types of mathematical procedures: (1) The demonstra-
tion, such as discussed above, of the extent to which
chance, acting alone in a certain set of conditions, could
account for the result found in an actual sample. This
procedure, when properly understood, will be seen to be

indisputably valid, and in such tests as the standard devia-
tion is not " rigorous," nor does it overlook the warning
against over-precision. It ceases when it has answered
the question put to it, leaving the observer to decide
whether for him chance could sufficiently account for the
result, or whether some other factor was likely to be
responsible-for example, the factor under investigation,
or even some hitherto undetected bias in the sample.
(2) The argument from a given sample to the material that
it represents-for example, the estimation of the healthy
average blood-cholesterol value and normal range from
a sample of a dozen people. Considerable knowledge of
the type of material under investigation is necessary in
such estimates, and here also medical literature shows
that in many cases if suitable statistical methods had
been applied they would have warned against a pre-
cision which later investigations have shown to be
unwarranted.

Finally, Mr. Tuimarkin says that further cases continue
to confirm his figures. Presumably, of course, this is not
stated as an argument against knowing at an early stage
of an investigation how much or how little precision is
warranted at that stage.-I am, etc.,

DONALD MAINLAND.
Dalhousie University, Canada, Dec. 27, 1936.

Endemic Goitre
SIR,-I was much interested in reading the important

and valuable article which Sir Robert McCarrison wrote
on the problems of " Endemic Goitre " in the Jouirnal of
January 2. I would like to draw attention to a mistake
he has made in attributing the discovery that cyanides
may cause goitre under certain conditions to Webster.-
This discovery was made by Marine and his co-workers
(D. Marine, E. J. Baumann, A. W. Spence, and A. Cipra,
Proc. Soc. exp. Biol., N.Y., 1932, 29, 772), and is only
one of many which have been made in his laboratory.-
I am, etc.,
London, W.1, Jan. 18. GEORGE GRAHAM.

Weight and Early Diagnosis
SIR,-At the present time, when the early diagnosis of

disease is being so urgently'stressed, may I enter a plea
for regular weekly weighing as an important adjunct'in
discovering the beginnings of serious organic disease. It
is well known that some of our most deadly diseases, such
as cancer, tuberculosis, and diabetes, invariably start with
an insidious slight loss of weight long before other clinical
symptoms have manifested themselves. If free facilities
throughout the country were afforded by the authorities
concerned for the provision and use of weighing machines,
frequently supervised, the public would soon become
"weight conscious." Should the scales indicate an appar-
ently "symptomless " loss of weight the patient could
then immediately report to his doctor, when steps could
be taken for a full clinical or laboratory investigation. It
is still unhappily rare in general practice to see an internal
case of cancer of less than six months' duration, and pro-
gressive loss of weight has often not been observed by the
patient in the very early stages.
The knowledge by the public that accurate scales were

provided free of charge for the benefit of their health
would soon lead to their regular use, and belp to bring
to our notice early disease in its curable stage.-I am, etc.,

Sheffield, Jart. 11. ALFRED A. MASSER, M.B., Ch.B-
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